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GAMECOCK HUMBLED i ELIZABETHAN PLAYERS ALUMNI URGED TO
RAPID PROGRESS IS
CAROLINA FRESHMEN
BY IND0MN1TABLE TIGER
TO PERFORM HERE ATTENDVJ. I. GAME BEING MADE ON TAPS DEFEATJGUB RIVALS
Too Much Tiger is Responsisible for Fourth Consecutive Defeat of Carolina at Hands of
Clemson

I
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'The Merchant of Venice" to Washington Chapter Has Ar- Staff Expects to Ha''e Annual Consolation Contest Won
be Presented Nov. 8, by
Flashy Biddie Outfit,
Completed By May 1st
ranged for Special Boat
Well-Known Company
26 to 7
This Year
Accomodations—Letter
of Actors
from Committee

The Elizabethan Players will appear
Before the annual clamorous crowd in "The Merchant of Venice" at Clemand under proverbial clear skies Clem- son College at 8 :oo P. M. November 8.
son's mighty Yellow Peril came from
The coming
of The Elizabethan
behind Thursday at the Fair stadium Players to Clemson is a very rare opporto ruffle South Carolina's gaudy plum • tunity, for there are practically no
ed Gamecocks 20 to 7. Roaring and theatrical companies on the road these
raging after the Birds jumped into a days.
7 point lead when Bru Boineau, CaroThe Elizabethan Players present an
lina back, flashed 65 yards for a mark- opportunity for the people to enjoy a
er, a rampant unbeatable Tiger slashed first-class theatrical production. Mr.
and clawed its way to victory under Pelletier, manager of the company, has
the brilliant generalship of Maxcy a long record of successes as an actor
Welch, Tiger quarter.
and never appears to better advantage
Marked features of this classic were than when delineating the great characthe superb line play and the scintillating ters of Shakespeare. He was formerly
aerial attack uncovered by the Tigers associated with Sothern, who was recogat just the right moments. Carolina's
nized as one of the great actors of the
defense against such an offensive wealegitimate stage and frequently substitupon was practically nihil.
Clemson's
ted for him when he was ill or indisstaunch forward bulwarks bore the
posed. The supporting cast has been
brunt of the day's offensive and defenwell selected and the plays are enthusive tactics in so spectacular a performsiatically received. When the company
ance that they smothered Carolina and
appeared at State College, Raleigh, N.
at the same time paved the way for
C Dean Cloyd, wrote the following letthree Tiger touchdowns.
ter of appreciation to Mr. Pelletier:
Among the spectators who witness"I want to write you so that you may
ed Clemson's fourth consecutive win
see that I was in earnest about my apover the Roosters were Governor Richards, President Douglas of Carolina, preciation of your work here. This was
and President Sikes of Clemson. The the first Shakespearean play we have
colorful throngs were some 16,000 in had for some time and it proved to be
number and everybody got an eyeful one of the very best attractions of our
of a vicious roaring Tiger in his prime course. Your Petruchio was very fine
literally wearing his opponent to smith- and you were ably assisted by Mrs.
Pelletier and the other members of your
ereens.
company.
I take pleasure in saying
The fighting comeback of an enraged Tiger gave evidence to those I that the entertainment was a high-class
present of the real quality of Coach ' performance throughout.
"With kindest regards, I am
Cody's 1930 edition of Tigers.
BoiE. L. Cloyd. Dean of Students,
neau's famous sprint occurred early in
N. C. State College.
the struggle and the game apparently
was a Carolina walkaway. The CaroBEAT TENNESSEE
lina cheering section went whoopee in
general, but that huge gray mass of
cadets hollered and cheered their twelfth man on to a well earned victory.
Boineau's
run was spectacular and
brought the crowds to their feet. Previous to this gallop, two line plays George Toth Convalescing in
failed, but a repetition of the same
Charlotte Hospital From
play caught the Bengals off guard and
Injuries Received in
the fun started and ended for CaroAuto Accident
lina.
The Gamecock margin of 7 points
George Toth, Clemson College Sophlasted until the second period when the omore of Carteret, New Tersey, is in
Tigers after a heady exhibition of the Charlotte Sanitarium at Charlotte,
football passed from the Birds' 34 North Carolina suffering from a double
yard line to register the first of the fracture of the scull, which he received
Tiger scores. Harvin kicked the extra when his car, containing five other
point. With the score seven all things Clemson students, was wrecked near
got to be very, very interesting. Cap- the North Carolina city.
Last word
tain Johnny Justus later interecepted received here from the bedside of the
Rooster aerial attempt and sped some injured cadet stated that, while Toth is
20 yards to place the pigskin in po- still in a critical condition, he is imsition for a score. A pass Welch to proving rapidly.
Harvin over the center of the line netWednesday night, October 22, Toth,
ted 35 yards with the ball on Caro- A. P. Kent, R. M. Richey, J. Turner,
lina's 2 yard line.
The Birds took and W R Smith were enroute to their
time out to work up their lagging pep- home. J. W. Cochran, also a cadet, of
per, but when the play was resumed Seneca, was accompanying them. AcHarvin in three attempts lugged the cording to descriptions of the accident,
ball over to ring up the second Tiger the driver of another automobile which
tally.
Harvin again made a perfect the boys met swirved across the road,
kick for the extra point. Score, Clem- evidently intending to turn around.
son 14, Carolina 7.
He struck the rear fender of the car
With the ball dangerously close to driven by the boys, turning their car
Carolina's goal and the Tigers clicking completely over.
onward apparently for another seven
Newspaper stories concerning the
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Below is reprinted a letter which the
Washington Chapter Clemson Alumni
has mailed to all ClemsBn men of that
section of the country urging these men
to join the Capital City Tigers in their
boat trip to Norfolk for the ClemsonV. M. I. game on Novejnber 8. From
all indications the annual voyage is a
great event as are allj gatherings of
Bengal supporters.
Wa|hington, D. C.
October 10, 1930.
Dear Clemson Man :
For the benefit of all old Tigers
residing in Virginia, District of Columbia, and points north, the athletic
powers of Clemson have%gain scheduled
a football game with V. M. L to be
played in Norfolk, Va., ^November 8th.
The Alumni of Virginia and places
nearby are planning another mammoth
reunion in Norfolk on that date and indications point that this one will even
eclipse last year. One of the most enjoyable features of this gala occasion
is the delightful and never-to-be-forgotten boat trip from Washington to Norfolk and return. Time and space will
not permit any details other than to
mention that each of the pilgrims of
last year agreed that they never experienced anything like it.
The Norfolk and Washington Steamship Company has generously consented
to give us an even better rate than last
year probably because they are now imbued with the "Spirit of Clemson".
Round trip ticket will be 25 to 50 passengers $7.20 each; 50 to 75 passengers
$6.00 each and for 75 or over $5.00.
The Northland leaves Seventh street
wharf, Washington, 6:30 P. M. Friday,
November 7th, and leaves Norfolk about
8:00 P. M. November 8th, arriving in
Washington 7 :oo A. M. Sunday, November 9th.
Let us urge you to join us and we
will guarantee that you will have no regrets. In order to take advantage of
the reduced rates reservation must be
made through the committee. Write
Warren Clardy, Secretary, 1716 Euclid
Street, N. W., Washington, for reservations. Talk it up with other Clemson
men and join the gang. On to Norfolk.
Yours for Clemson always,
Washington Chapter Clemson Alumni,
Publicity Committee,
Edgar Morris, Chairman
L. G. Richardson
T. G. Wall
Warren Clardy.
have conveyed the impression that the
Clemson students were under the influence of itnoxicants.
No member
of the party was drinking. The whiskey which was found belonged to Toth,
who said he was taking it north to
an uncle. That none of the boys were
under its influence was proved by
examination by medical authorities.
BEAT TENNESSEE

LATE ISSUE

The Tiger comes off the press
one day late this week because
of the interruption of the Fair
accident, by stating that a small quan- Week holidays.
Issue will be
tity of whiskey was found in the car, on schedule next week.

Work on Clemson's annual, Taps, is
well under way. Practically all of the
individual photographs have been made.
An early start on the part of the Taps
staff and two photographers have made
this program possible.
This year's Taps is in the hands ol
the same company, engravers and printers as that of last year. The book will
be similar in size to that of last year.
The new
Taps will have but few
changes from the last Taps. One change
of interest is the decrease in number
of the Beauty Section. This section of
Taps contained the photographs of sixteen southern belles entered by members
of the corps of cadets last year. This
year's section will contain only eigh/
beauties.
This decrease will increase
the competition for only eight pages of
Taps are to be devoted to the fair sex.
The photographs entered for the Beauty
Section were judged by the famous cartoonist, John Held, Jr., last year The
judge for this year's section has not
been selected. There will be no sponsors.
In past years, the payment of class
space and other items has been made
largely upon the deliverance of Taps.
At the present time the entire Junior,
Sophomore and Freshman classes, ana
one-half of the Senior class have paid
class space. Taps will be paid for before going to press this year.
Group pictures, including organized
clubs, for which the rate will be the
same as that of last year, will be made
this week.
The Taps staff hopes to have the
book out by May 1st, and with the
splendid progress they've made so far,
they should be realized.
Last year's
Taps made a late appearance, being received several days after school was out.
This delay was due to the change in
uniform, which prevented the corps
of cadets from
being properly uniformed for a greater length of time
than usual. Only one photographer
was available last year.
The Taps staff is composed of the
following cadets:
F. H. Crymes
Editor
J. W. Newman
Business Manager
A. R. Crawford
Asso. Editor
L. D. Swearengin
Military Editor
N. E. Watson
Photographic Editor
H. R. Hearn
Art Editor
J. A. Long
Art Editoi
H. J. Solomon,
Asst. Bus. Manager
C. L. Taggart
Class Editor
J. L. Hart
Advertising
W. G. Day
Satire Editor
W. C. Blakeney
Athletic Editor
BEAT TENNESSEE

DIPLOMAS ARRIVE FOR NUMBER
OF LAST YEAR'S GRADUATES
Diplomas arrived this week and were
forwarded to the following men: D. F.
Funderburk, Industrial Education; C. G.
Roland, Arts and Science; J. B. Rodgers, Arts and Science; S. R. Roberson,
Arts and Science; C. L. McMeekin, Arts
and Science; R. C. Wiggins, Agricultural Education; A. R. Kinard, Electrical Engineers; and R. L. McGee, Textile Chemistry.
Most of these men were away at
graduation, thereby delaying the receipt
of their diplomas.

by

A scrapping, fighting bunch of Cubs
went down in defeat last Wednesday
at Melton Field, Columbia, before the
on rush of a heavy squad of Biddies.
The score was 26 to 7, but was no
indication of the spectacular tussle
put up by the Cubs in their curtain
raiser before the big game. Earl Clary
was the main factor in Carolina's win,
because the rest of the husky bunch of
Chicks did not seem . to make much
headway against the Cubs' light line.
Clary scored the initial touchdown
of the game in a play to the left side
of the Cub line. His sprint was be
hind massed interference. Daunted not
the least the Cubs settled down to
spike several Chick plays, and even
tackling the ball carrier behind the
line of scrimmage a number of times.
Exchange of punts took up most of
the rest of the quarter with Clary
being stopped for the time being.
A series of long passes placed the
ball on Carolina's 15 yard line. Cooper
to Simmons were responsible for the
success of these numerous aerial tosses.
Moore recovered a Biddie fumble after
this on Carolina's 30yd. line. Two passes
Seigel to Simmons placed the pigskin
on the Chick's 14 yard line, and another Seigel to Goodale tallied the only
Cub touchdown of the day. Simmons
kicked from placement to register the
extra point. Score: Clemson 7, Caroline 6.
Hambright received the Cubs' kickoff and made a 24 yard return. The
Chicks after failing to gain kicked to
Simmons who fumbled, and a Chick
recovered. From the 23 yard line Turner eased through the Cub forward
line and dashed pass the Tigerlet backs
for the second touchdown.
Carolina
failed to kick.
Score: Clemson 7,
Carolina 12.
The half ended with the ball inches
from the Cub goal and in Biddie posession. A flying tackle by Maon prevented the scoring of Campbell who
apparently seemed headed for a counter.
The second half started with the
Cub second string stopping Clary and
company in nearly every attempt. The
Cubs were fighting or rather outfighting their opponents.
Clary failed to
gain in seven tries but his running
mates were able to push the ball slowly
down the field for the required yardage
with Wolfe carrying the brunt of the
punishment.
The Cubs were replaced
by a new team. This first string team
fared no better than the second. Clary
twisted and shook his way for numerous gains until he had wormed the
ball down to the Cubs' 5 yard marker.
From there he plunged over for
another touchdown and the extra point
was due to his toe. Score: Clemson 7,
Carolina 19.
The fourth quarter opened up with
Clarke intercepting a Clary pass and
trotting forward some 10 yards to be
downed on his own 30 yard chalk.
However, the Cubs failed to gain and
on exchange of punts lost several
yards. Clary scored the iast touchdown
of the evening when he dashed through
the Cubs for 51 yards and a counter.
Score : Clemson 7; Carolina 26.
(Continued on page six)
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The treasurer, G. V. Whetstone, then
made his report, and the Society was
adjourned to meet again November
4.
Everyone is corially invited to
attend.

The Smartest Thing at Clemscn Colle2e is a Haircut
and Shave at the

CLEMSON COLLEGE AERO CLUB

"HE KOAKS FOR CLEMSON"
during the college

"Founded by the Class; of 1907 and published weekly
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College

At the meeting of the Aero Club,
Monday night, October 2T, plans were
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, ^.^ ^ tQ yy a bi.pIane.
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OPEN ALL TIMES

Shave 15c

Haircut 25c

A. S. C. E.

A call meeting of A. S. C. E. was
liheld October 16. The purpose of the
1 I meeting was to pledge eight new memllbers as initiates into the society. The
following seniors and juniors were
pledged: J. P. Hetrick, G. S. Salley,
T. L. Shippey, J. D. Houghston, C. P.
Hogarth, B. R. Littlejohn, and E. S.
Howie, and E. B. Lawton was pledged
I as the honor Sophomore of the year.
1! These men represent the highest
I'third of their class and are to be
I (commended for the honor of becoming
members of A. S. C. E.
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for men who

wish to enter
the life insurance field
Old line insurance with low cost guaranteednot estimated

SOUTHEASTER LIFE INSURANCE GO,
Orsanized 1905
C O. MILFORD, President
Southeastern Building
.-«-GreenviUeJ,. C
Capital, Surplus and Reserves for protecbon of
policyholders over four million dollars.

ALUMNI NEWS
J. O. Hicks, Arch., '28, will marry
Miss Inez Boman in Nashville, Tenn.,
on November third.
gl J W. Cunningham, Arch. '29, married I

LMBaMW«m««»M"M—i^ Elizabeth Stokes in Marion, S. C
on
r eighteenth
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DRAIN AND REFILL WITH
TEXACO CRACK-PROOF MOTOR OIL

Alumni of Washington and

THEN LISTEN

. I vicinity, join the Capital City
STRIVE ON

IBER SHOP

Y. M. G.

motor is decided

:A, on the blueprints for the complete plane

BE NOT CONTENT WITH SMALL SUCCESSES

CIemson

Club in Aeirboattrip

Ah La man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what L, Norfo,k for the V. M. I.a Heaven for?" Browning, in his work, "Fxa Lippo Lippi , ^mso* football game. The
Ld words similar to these to express the philosophy that man trip there and back will be an
must Tontorrstrive toward a goal that is forever m front Lld fashion ^-together of
of him in order that he might enjoy life.
Clemson men
sags
Although this expression is not of this fast and furious
twentiet/century, we might wisely apply its^™^
minor and major pursuits. The history of Cleinson ootbal
for the past three years is ample evidence of the Iacthawe
moderns are too often guilty of striving toward a goal that is <*►
too nearly within our reach, only to allow our energy to sub-'A
de SoyidTe contentment when we have -ached w^ a J
comparatively low mark. (Our intention is not^to m mmize •«*>
the recent Clemson victory over Carolina, but rather to con
demn the corps and other supporters for the lapse into^ vain
satisfaction while other tasks are before us.) Ihe error is
neither dely^ with the team nor with the supporters but with
b"th who should be as one concerted force pulling for a suePPM hio-her than a mere State Championship.
There are atso other phases of our lives to which we might
wis^apply the statement that happiness does not come from
attaining but from striving
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CALHOUN

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
The Sabre Club held a meeting Monday night, October 27, and four new
initiates were taken into the club.
H M McLaurin, P. M. Motes, H. U
Smith, and F. H. Coleman are the
members now going through the various degrees of initiation which will
last approximately one week. These
new men bring the total membership
of the Sabre Club up to sixteen.members.

LITERARY

SOCIETY

The Calhoun Literary Society held
its regular meeting in the Society Hall
on Tuesday night, October 28.
H. L. Wyant and J. B. Mozingo
delivered impromptu speeches. The following debate was delivered: "Resolved
that the Eigteenth Amendment should
be repealed".
G. V. Whetstone and
F D. Martin represented the affirmative, while the negative was upheld
by J. H. Saylors and M. C. Long. The
judges awarded the decission to the
affirmative team,
and commended
Whetstone for his excelent subject matter and delivery.
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THE TIGER SERVICE STATION

—

—

NOTICE

SPECIAL SALE ON

Clemson Seal Memory Books

Value $3.00

Sale Price $1.50

Clemson's Drug Store
'DOWN THE STREET'

X. Q. dTC&vtin
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager

no

3

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
CHECKS CASHED CHEERFULLY

SODA ~o~ TOBACCO -6- DRUGS
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THE TIGER
Alumni of Washington and
vicinity, join the Capital City
Clemson Club in their boat trip
o Norfolk for the V. M. I.Clemsoni football game, The
trip there and back will be an
Id fashion get-together of
Clemson men.
-BEAT TENNESSEE-

WAYS TO DISCOVERY OF
RELIGION

For each person the experience of religion is an individual discovery, and
it is a discovery not of the mind
alone but of the whole life. The following are among the ways by whicn
we enter into this discovery:

the large amount of personal Christian
work in which he is so deeply interested and so admirably adapted, but
also a responsibility to the University
leadership. He was also an all-conference football star while at V. P. I.
The new secretary will help to make
Blue Ridge Conference and all that
flows from it through the South vital,
contagious, and directly contributory
to the world-wide Kingdom of the
Master.

(1) The way of honest intellectual
inquiry. The man who uses his mind
as best he can in the interpretation of
Song of the Barber's
his experience is on the way to the
face is in your hands.
discovery of religion.
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SOUTHERN*

REGIONAL
SECRETARY

The Southern Region has spent much
time in selecting the man to assist Mr.
Claud Nelson in the Y M C A work
of the South, and finally after hard
hours of toil and the ratification of
the General Board Mr. James T. Hardwick has been secured.
Mr. Hardwick is one of the Secretaries at State College, Ames, Iowa, a
graduate of V. P. I., taking his M. A.
degree at Vanderbilt and Southern Association College in IQ22.
He was
general secretary at Vanderbilt for
three years and for the past four years
has been at Ames. His subsequent
studies in the Divinity School of Yale
University gives him credit for a B. D.
degree. His recent work has not only
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SEE

3oe Sloan
CANDY

C0LLE1E SUPPLIES

HE favorite—whose
flashing hoofs have brought him
in ahead so many times! Again he
shows his mettle! Again he leads
the field.

(4) A fourth way is through the
recognition of beauty in the arts and
in nature. We believe that our response to beauty should not be a substitute for religion, as it is often in danger of becoming, but an important ap~
proach to religion itself.

BEAT TENNESSEE
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(3) A third way is the experience
of fellowship with those whom we
believe have found what we seek, with
all who have in greater or less degree
tested the Christian faith in their lives
and with those who are just beginning the Christian life with us. The
faith of religious men of the past and
■of the present reinforces our own faith.

(6) But to some there opens another and the most important way
Many have found that in losing themselves in great causes, in identifying
themselves with unpopular groups or
with all mankind—adventures which de
mand sacrifice and may be marked b>
suffering—and in seizing opportunitic
for service presented here and in their
daily round, they have entered into the
experience and understanding of relig
ion.

CROCKERY

5

(2) But religion is concerned with
the whole of life and a rigorous standard of intellectual honesty requires that
we launch forth on the most probable hypothesis where we cannot have
full proof. Therefore, a second way,
fully as important as the first, is to
live with complete allegiance to the best
we know. Only so shall we make
further discoveries about life's meaning.

(5) A fifth way to the discovery
of religion is through worship. We
think of worship in one sense as a
characteristic of the whole life of a
religious man, but there should be deh
nite periods, at times alone and a
times in the company of others, wher
reverently we give ourselves to Got
with appreciation and loyalty. Wt
should become familiar with forms o1
worship other than our own; thus w<
enrich our own experience and increase
our realization of the universal Christ
ian Church.

SODA
See our line of
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ONE
will always
stand out /
KEEPING UP THE PACE . . .
never letting down... that's what
wins on the track—and in a cigarette, too.
Chesterfield smokers stick to
Chesterfield, because here they
find those essentials of true smoking enjoyment which never tire,
never vary:
MILDNESS—the wholly natural mildness of tobaccos that are
without harshness or bitterness.
BETTER TASTE—such as only
a cigarette of wholesome purity
and better tobaccos can have.

Chesterfield Cigarettes are manufactured by £
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

L/G(;
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other students badly injured in accident
which occurred near Fredericksburg, Va.
The boys were enroute for Annapolis to
attend the Duke-Navy game.

lege for the first time this fall to leave
their conceit at home. "Conceit in any
society or group is not the way to popularity," he said, "least of all on the
college campus.
In every college one
starts from scratch, and it is wise not
to scramble to the first row when the
"To make the process of learning as
freshman picture is taken."
vital to young people as the quest for a
—Mercer Cluster.
Ticket Seller—And you are allowed a news story is to a good reporter, or as
Visitor (speaking of little boy)—He
three-day hangover in Columbia.
intensively gripping as football to the
has his mother's eyes.
With the "Tower of Learning", or
Freshman—But suppose I dont' get members of a college team, is the RolMother—And his father's mouth.
drunk ?
lins idea of education. It is not a new "Cathedral of Learning", at the UniverChild—And his brother's trousers.
idea. Every real teacher since time beWhen a girl sneezes she's catching gan has had the same desire. It is only
Col. Munson—I'm always ill the night
cold, and when she yawns she's gotten the method of achieving the end which is
before a journey.
different at Rollins college."
Prof Sherrill—Well, why don't you cold.
Thus does Hamilton Holt, Rollins'
start a day earlier.
Green (debating)—Mr. Chairman, my president, begins his article in The NaVic Fleming—How do you like the opponent says this is a case of six of tion for October 8. and what he has to
one and half a dozen of the other, but say is of vital interest to college stunew j ob ?
Skinny Long—Fine, I have five men I say, no—emphatically no. It is just dents, faculty members and officials.
—P. C. Blue Stocking.
the opposite.
working under me.
Vic Fleming—Is that so?
"He told me he could live on my kisses
Skinny Long—Yes, I work up stairs.
forever."
Dr. John M. Thomas, president of
"Are you going to let him."
Cat Fish Evans—I could go on lovRutgers
university, advises the 20,000 or
"Not till T find out what I'm gonna
ing you like this forever.
more men and women who entered collive on.
She—Oh, go on.

Ap^Ss^Pffffff/Vfc

OCTOBER

29,

sity of Pittsburgh rapidly nearing completion, and plans being made for the
erection of a 25-story educational center
in New York, American education is
continually getting more up in the air.
BEAT TENNESSEE

The 1930 Clemson football
team is going strong. Alumni,
join the Washington Chapter
and see Josh and his boys in
Norfolk November 8th.

GLEANIN6 . ALTER!

REPAIRING

Bleckley Dry Cleaners
CLEMSON 21

Doctor—Your wife must have eaten
E. A. Williams—Should a man prosomething that disagreed with her.
pose to a girl on his knees?
Henpecked husband—Oh, no.
It
Prof. Sherrill—Either that, or she
wouldn't dare to.
should get off.

CAROLINA 0

The Pen
that passes

"I'm knitting something to cheer up
Judge—John, did you shoot that man
the boys."
in self-defense?
"But the war was over long ago."
John—Your honor, I shot him in the
"This
is a bathing suit for me, dearie."
shoulder and he jumped the fence.

exams

"How would you classify a telephone
Little Betty was visiting on the farm.
girl?
Is her's a business or a profesShe watched the farm hands spreading
out a stack of hay to dry and could no sion?"
"Neither. It's a calling."
longer retain her curiosity, so she politely asked: "Is it a needle you arc
"I am a self-made man."
looking for?"
"That relieves someone of an unpleasant responsibility."
Little Clarence—Pa.

TO:.

:'i::Miinii:ijn

will help you pass all yours
Easily—3,000,000 Parkers will go
to school this fall

His father—Well, my son.
Teacher—Who said: 'We have come
Little Clarence—I took a walk through
the cemetery today and read the in- to burry Caesar, not praise him" ?
Pupil—The undertaker.
scriptions on the tomb stones.
His father-And what were your
Bachelor Girl—What do you miss
thoughts after you had done that?
most,
now that you are married and set
Little Clarence—Why, I wondered
where all the wicked people were buried. tied down?
Wife—My husband.

GUARANTEED

FOR LIFE

Pmpaid a bonus if my point gets 11 okays—
I pay a forfeit if it fails to earn them all!"''
The Parker Point-Smith

Teacher—Now Tommy, suppose a
Husband—But you must admit that
man gave you $100 to keep for him and
then died, what would you do? Would men have better judgment than women.
Wife—Oh yes, you married me, and
you pray for him?
you."
Tommy—No sir; but I would pray
for another like him.
Son—Well Dad, now that I've finished
school, what shall I do?
I never see my rector's eyes;
Dad—You might marry the cook so
lie hides their light devine;
For when he prays, he shuts his own, she can't leave for a while.
And when he preaches—Mine.
B. Neely—What did you do when you
met the train robber face to face?
S. T. McDowell—I explained that 1
had been interviewed by the ticket seller,
the luggage carriers,
the dining car
waiter and the sleeping car porters, and
borrowed a dollar from him.

"How come you were born in Ireland?"
"Well, you see, I wanted to be near
my mother."

Father to small son—Jimmie, you
ought to have better sense than to be
jumping around grabbing at everything
on the table; you act just like a little
Dr. Daniel—Are you first in anything? pig. Now, Jimmie, can you tell me what
Bert Martin—Yes, first to get out of a little pig is?
the door when the bell rings."
Jimmie—Yes sir, a pig's a hog's little
boy.
He—I dreamed about you last night.
Gold Digger—That will cost you a
She—Dan, you love me any more?
dollar.
He—Why of course, honey.
She—But I haven't had to slap your
Character in talkie—I love you, but, face in a week.
dearest, I can't marry you yet.
Drunken voice from the audience—
Bill Neely—Did you ever hear that
Naw, of course not; This is only the Irish bulldog's love song?
first reel.
Prof. Sherrill—No, what is it?
Bill Neely—Litter by litter.
Frenchman—You have to fill in the
Vic Fleming—I'm groping for words.
nationality blank sir. You are a SpanHis Pendleton Girl—Well, you don't
iard?
Spaniard—No sir, I'm English.
My expect to find them around, my neck,
do vou ?
mother and father were English.
Frenchman—But you were born in
Visitor—What became of that other
Spain.
Spaniard—That's nothing.
If yout wind mill that was here last year?
Native—There was only enough wind
dogs had pups in a china closet, would
for one so we took it down.
you call them soup plates?

We pay a bonus for every Duofold point to give you a Pen that
■/• Base
buys this polished Italian m
—tapered pen end inch
convert
your pocket Duofold to a J .
... 1 n. Complete set, as shown with JJuofold Jr. Pen
(pocket cap and clip included), $10.

writes with Pressureless Touch. To produce this, we had to develop
squads of post-graduate point-smiths. We allow them to make but a
limited number per day. Thus they have time to make each point a
masterpiece.
It must pass 11 merciless tests. Then we pay its maker an extra
reward. If it fails any test, we reject it, and the point-smith pays a forfeit.
Yet 7 out of 8 they make are Bonus Points. And these, and these only,
go into Duofold Pens.

Like 2 Pens for the Price of One
Try this famous Pen at any pen counter. See how it changes from a
pocket Pen to a Pen for your study Desk Set by simply interchanging
Matched Vest-Parkers

$750
Vest-Parker Duette Set — midget Pen and
Pencil together weighing less than % ounce.
EachconvertibleforDeskSetuse.Penalone,$5;
Pencil, $2.50.

the pocket cap and the tapered tip. This saves the price of a second pen.
Parker Duofold Pens are Guaranteed for Life. Their Permanite barrels
are non-breakable, yet they have all the beauty of costly jewels.
Duofold Pens hold 17.4% more ink than average, size for size.
New streamlined balanced shapes now ready at all dealers. See them
—and see the streamlined Pencils to match. Don't buy any pen without
first trying the Parker Duofold Bonus Point.
THE PARKER PEN CO., Janesville, Wisconsin

don't go to college, go to jail."
—P. C. Bluestocking.

EXCHANGE

The fate of intercollegiate track at
Emory rests in the hands of the student
body. Members of the "E" Club, composed of all letter men, have voted for
abolition. This action was a result of
the attitude taken by the student body towards intercollegiate track.

With penitentiary convicts writing for
the elite magazines and studying uuiversity extension courses, and with colleges
banning automobiles and photographing
all incoming students with serial numTwo Duke sophomores were killed
ber cards stuck up in front of their
bosoms, the saying has become: "If you one N. C. State student killed, and two

Complete Set

$8
For co-eds or travelers this inlaid enamel Travel
Set -with Moire Pen (convertiblefor purse or
Desk Set)—pocket cap with ring included
free, complete, $8.

1930

duofold
PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE, $5, $7, $10
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GAMECOCK HUMBLED
Welch lets fly with another pass to 25 yard line. Another Carolina pass
erous slides, was interesting and inBY INDOMITABLE TIGER Harvin right over the line for 30 yards after two failures at the line is inter-'
structive. Likewise, his summary of
and a first and ten on the Bird 3 yard cepted by Salley for no gain. First
studies conducted to secure data for
(Continued Irom page 1)
line. Two tries gain little for Harvin down for the Bengals.
further improvements in loom design
From the 25 yard line Welch totes
but
on
the
third
he
plunges
through.
was
of much value.
points the half had to end postponing
Harvin again kicks for extra point. the ball 9 yards. Salley makes it a
This
lecture was conducted in confurther scoring until later.
Score: Clemson 14, Carolina 7.
first down. Welch is thrown for a
nection
with
the course in Cost FindDurjng the half Clemson's band all
Albert Palmer, of Compton &
With the ball or the Jungaleers' loss by Gressette and then punts to
ing
which
is
being
given in the Weavdecked out in white cross-belts and
Knowles Loom Works, Ad25 yard line the half ends. Score: Carolina's 49 yard chalk. Two aerial
ing and Designing Division during the
white cap covers took the field and
dresses
Juniors
and
Seniors
Clemson 14, Carolina 7.
attempts fail. Carolina then kicks it to
first semester, and is in record with the
put on a performance that registered
of Textile Department
THIRD QUARTER
Clemson's 2 yard line. Welch boots
policy of Director H. H. Willis in
a big hit with the crowd. The big
Woodruff kicks off to Eden who to Boineau who brings it to Clemson's
supplementing the regular instruction
block C that closed its exhibition was
On
October
20th,
Albert
Palmer,
of
runs it back to Carolina's 29 yard line. 20 yard line. In two plays, one a pass
given
in the school with lectures by
neatly hondled.
Carolina's charming
Carolina soon punts to Justus. He re- the Birds lose 10 yards. The bg gold- the Compton & Knowles Loom Works, technical men from the industry.
co-eds never had time to do their
turns it 17 yards to place the oval on en jerseyed Tigers smothering Boineau spoke to the seniors and juniors in
tricks, but the cadets cheered them
Mr.
3EAT TENNESSEE
the Tigers' 43 yard marker. Welch before he can get rid of the ball. Jus- the Textile Department here.
just the same.
Palmer
presented
an
illustrated
lecture
rips over left end for 45 yards. Welch tus fumbles Boineau's punt and a
Carolina kicked off to Clemson to
Tie 1930 Clemson football
makes 14 more over Shand. Welch Gamecock recovers on Clemson's 17 dealing with the subject of weaving
begin the second half. Welch nonchateam
is "cic^ stro^ij. Alumni,
costs
as
affected
by
modern
weave
room
goes over for the third and last touch- yard line.
lantly took the oval on the first play
join
the
Washington Chapter
methods
and
machinery.
down. Harvin's kick from placement
The game ended shortly afterwards
switched around his left end, plunged
\~.d
see
Josh
and his boys in
His
story
of
the
development
of
! goes wide. Score: Clemson 20, Caro- with the ball in the Tiger's posession
this way and galloped down the field
lina 7.
on its own 20 yard line. Carolina com- the modern loom, illustrated by num- lorfolk November 8th.
for 45 yards before he was stopped.
Woodruff kicks off to Boineau. The pleted a pass before the final whistle
On the next play to the right of the
':: g-aaK«ia«siaigsrasi!siHisii^
latter brings the ball 13 yards to the for a 15 yard gain. But most all of
1
line he tore through for another healthy
Gamecocks' 19 yard line.
Carolina the previous attempts lost the Roosters
gain and placed the ball on the Gamegained but soon kicked to Justus. anyherer from 5 to 14 yards. Final
cock's 3 yard line. He plowed through
Welch gains but elects to kick. He score: Clemson 20, Carolina 7.
for the third and last score of the day.
boots to the Rooster 25 yard line.
The Tigers made 8 first downs to
Score, Clemson 20, Caroline 7. ThereBoth teams start punting after no the Gamecocks 3. The Bengals gainJunior or Senior January R. O. T. C. Checks
after the Tigers put up a tight deappreciable gains are rung up. Both ed 287 yards counting the losses to
Accepted on Overcoats
fensive game and checked every Gameare kicking on the second and third Carolina's 201. The aerial attack of
cock means of offense by spiking their
downs. The quarter ends after the Clemson lived up to its reputation
big guns so carefully prepared during
ball had see-sawed up and down the and functioned at just the proper motheir ten days of secret practice.
:■:]
field several times. The ball rests on ment and for substantial gains.
the Jungaleers' 20 yard line.
The line-up:
—FIRST QUARTER—
FOURTH QUARTER
Clemson
Carolina
Position
Substitutions are being made on ! Laval
LE
Woodruff
Clemson won the toss and chose to
LT
Yarborough
kick. Exactly at twelve with the throngs both sides rather frequently at this Adair
stage
of
the
game.
Welch
finally
punts
Seigel
I
Freeman
LG
on tiptoe Woodruff hoisted the old pigFordham
Center
skin beyond Carolina's goal line to from his 21 yard line to Boineau on i Correll
Fleming
RG
Blount who runs it back 22 yards. this 45 yard marker. Carolina com- Hughey
pletes
a
lateral
pass
for
a
one
yard
Davis
Shand
RT
Boineau gets three yeards at the line,
Jones II
RE
then 4 more. Edens punts to Justus gain. Carolina punts to Clemson's six Gressette (C)
Welch
QB
who stumbles but recovers for no gain. yard chalk. Welch punts short to his Edens
a
HB
Salley
M.Blount
Clemson retaliates and kicks to BoiHB
Boineau
Jutus
(C)
neau. The play is no good, however as
11
Harvin
FB
Culp
si
both teams were off sides.
Clemson—
touchdowns:
Shipment of Overcoats to arrive this week; Prices:
Scoring
Clemson tries the line with no subClemson—Harvin (2). Carolina— Boi$15. 00 to $25.00
stantial yardage.
Welch boots the
neau.
ball to the Bird 35 yard mark. Boi-

TEXTILE EXPERT
IIVES LECTURE HER

OVERCOATS

t

FRIENDLY FIVES — BIS ASSORTMENT
HL STYLES $5.00
ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF DRILL SHOES
FOR 13,35
FlflSIEIM SHOES

"JUDGE" KELLER

•

neau fails to gain in two attempts at
the Tiger stanchions. On a wide end
run Boineau eludes the Tiger defense
and races 65 yards for a score. He
also kicks the extra point.
Score:
Carolina 7, Clemson o.
Boineau's second kick-off reaches
Welch on the Tiger 10 yard line, but
the big boy trots it back for a 35 yard
ga/i.
Captain Johnny makes five
through the line.
Harvin fails and
Welch loses on the next two plays.
Clemson punts.
Failing to gain in two attempts, Boineau punts to Justus who rambles back
10 yards. In three plays Welch pushes the ball forward 6 yards, and punts
on the last down to Carolina's 15 yard
line. Boineau makes no gain.
Two. plays, one a fake punt formation lose 4 yards for the Gamecocks,
and Edens kicks to Justus who runs it
back for 13 yard's, placing the ball on
the Birds' 42 yard line. In three plays
the Bengal backs get 9 yards but fail to
make a first and ten.
Carolina punts. Then from his 20
yard line Welch kicks from close
formation to Boineau on his 38. The
quarter ended at this time.
Score:
Clemson o, Carolina 7.
SECOND QUARTER
Failing to make any headway in
three plays, Edens boots to Justus who
returns it 10 and is downed on his
35 yard line. Justus playing one of his
best games, snares off a healthy 17
yard gain for the Tigers' first first
and ten. Three plays gain little yardage for Clemson, and with the ball on
Carolina's ten yard line Welch punts to
the Birds' one yard danger line. Carolina kicks out to its own 34 yard
line. Welch employing a spread end
formation fails to gain and fails to
complete his first aerial toss from this
formation.
However, on the last
down with the ends still wide he heaves
a beautiful toss to Bob Jones who
makes one of his remarkable catches
for the Tiger score. Jone caught the
ball after Boineau had tried in vain
to bat it down. Harvin kicks goal.
Score: Clemson 7, Carolina 7.
Woodruff kicks off over Carolina's
goal line. Boineau fails to gain, but
a ts yard penalty brings the ball out
to Carolina's 36 yard line for a first
down. Justus intercepts the Bird pass
on the next play and makes a beautiful
dash down the field for 20 yards. Two
plays gain two yards for the Bengals.

1
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tT
A pipeful of T
f
good tobacco is t
T
the real smoke t
T
TODAY, tomorrow, all the
rest of your life, you can enjoy and keep on enjoying good
tobacco in a good pipe.
"How can I pick a good pipe,
and how can I tell good tobacco? "
you may ask. Who but you could
answer? You'll know your own
good pipe when you bite down
on it.
Edgeworthmaybethe tobacco
you're looking for. It has the distinctive flavor that men like, the
slow-burning coolness; and it is
rich with the aroma of fine old
burley blended just right. A pipeful of Edgeworth is the real smoke.
Why not try Edgeworth? You
can buy it anywhere in the 150
tin—or, if you wish, write for a
generous sample packet — free^
Address: Larus 8B Bro. Co., 105
S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.

T
T
T

Edgeworth is a combination of good tobaccos—
selected carefully and
blended especially for
pipe-smoking, [ts quality
and flavor never change.
Buy Edgeworth anywhere in two forms —
" Ready - Rubbed " and
"Plug Slice. " All sizes—
15( pocket package to
pound humidor tin. —
LOTUS & Bro. Co., Rich*
mond, Va.
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF OUR

PECIALS

tT

FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

f7t
T
T
f
ftf

OCTOBER 3IST. AID NOVEMBER 1ST

T

T
T

ff

tT

T
T
EDGEWORTH T
SMOKING TOBACCO

THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE IN DIXIE IS IN CAROLINA,
THE BEST PLACE TO TRADE IN CAROLINA IS AT

t
T

T
T
T

ft
T

Pink Salmon, 2 Tall Cans
Grits, Medium, 5 Pounds
Chestnut Hill Corn, 2 Cans
Del Monte Peas, 2 cans
Del Monte Pets, 2 Cans
Chestnut Hill Pumpkin, 2 Cans
Chestnut Hill Turnip Greens, 2 No. 2 Cans
Okra and Tomatoes, 2 Cans
Mixed Vegetables, 2 Cans
Hart Sifted Early June Peas, 2 Cans
Chestnut Hill Blackberries 2 Cans
Georgia Pie Peaches, 2 Cans
Crushed Pineapple, 2 No. 2 Cans
Del Monte Apricots, 2 No. 1 Cans
Argo Lima Beans, 2 Cans
CJinch River Cut Beets, 2 No. 2 1-2 Cans
Chestnut Hill Peas, 2 Cans
Del Monte Spinach, 2 Cans
Chestnut Hill Tomatoes, 3 cans
Chestnut Hill Craut, 2 No. 2 Cans
Templar Green Beans, 2 Cans
Bull Head Pork and Beans, 3 Cans
Pie Cherries. 2 Cans
Del Monte Buffet Peaches, 2 Cans
Sliced Pineapple, 2 No. 2 Cans
Del Monte Buffet Pears, 2 Cans
Campbells Pork and Beans, 2 Cans
Campbells Tomato Soup, 3 Cans

:

1

$ .25
.19
.23
.33
.29
.19
.25
.25
.29
.33
.29
.19
.45
.37
.31
.25
.29
.25
.25
.25
.23
.25
.47
.19
.45
.19
.19
.25
.25
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Herring, 3 Cans
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Tigers Meet Real Test Saturday
WATCH THIS SCHEDULE
BEAT TENNESSEE

OCTOBER

29,

1930

SPORTS

the Clemson Alumni Association office the new position, he was
engineer to the Mayor.
here.

Major Sullivan is a native of CharlesSEPTEMBER 20th
ton, and has been prominently identiClemson 28
Presbyterian College 7 fied with engineering departments of
the New York City government for
SEPTEMBER 27th
many years. Until his appointment to
Clemson 32
Wofford o

consulting

The newly created department, under
Major Sullivan's direction, will have
some thirty-five members, and has an
appropriation of $165,000.00 for the
coming year.

OCTOBER 3rd
Clemson 13
rat material coming up with Earl Clary
—SCORES—
It was no "told you so" at all about leading the list.
that Fair week struggle with the Game—V. M. I. WHOOPEE—
cocks last week. Only one man pubNext week at Norfolk when the
lically got anywhere near the correct husky Bengals of Coach Cody journey
estimate of the game and he apparently to Norfolk to take on V. M. I. a
seemed to be strong for a Carolina win. lively bunch of Clemson alumni will
And that old timer who predicted a be on hand from Washington to whoop
7 to o win for Carolina after starting things up in general for Clemson.
that he had never been wrong in eight The graduates are hiring or rather
years. To tell the truth the score was chartering a boat to take their whoopee down the bay to Norfolk when
a blooming surprise to everybody.
The Bengal superiority was marked they travel down to the struggle. Every
in that game.
So much so that the year this peppy bunch does some simiJungaleers came from behind to win lar stunt and gets a great kick out
Last year they
in a walk-a-way. Not literally, how- of the procedure.
watched a Tiger team lose to the Flyever.
ing Squadron, but they'll certainly
—BRER RABBIT—
That bunny rabbit stunt went one get an eyeful of a different bunch this
better than the "lost soldier" parading year.
—TIGER CELEBRATION—
behind the junior platoon last year.
Formerly a Tiger victory over CaroAnd that is going some.
Poor brer
rabbit certainly seemed determined to line spelled plenty of excitement on the
shed all the publicity that resulted in main street of Columbia that night.
his remarkable entry just previous to Now everything is changed. The Tiger
the game. But he, or she, climaxed the does not celebrate at all and Carolina
affair by skirting across the Tiger goal pulls a premature snake-dance that ends
line immediately behind Boineau in the up in nothing.
—FAIR GAME—
latter's dash for a touchdown. All in
The Fair game at Columbia next
all, bunny was one of the lively spots
on an extremely peppy program. His year is a fact now. The Clemson ofexit was fit for a king.
His brief ficials have completed arrangements for
period of whoopee is unexcelled because this annual classic to take place at the
he scored tallies across both the Caro- Fair stadium on Thursday of Fair
week as it has been taking place for
lina and Clemson goals.
years.
Last year plans were made
—TWELFTH MAN NEEDED—
Henry Cauthen's article in the Char- for a different program with the Birds
leston News and Courier pertaining to and Bengals fighting it out in a Turkey
the so called "twelfth man" on the day affair. However,- traditions, finanfootball team amply illustrates the real cial reasons, and public opinion seem
worth of a fighting, cheering student to desire the game as usual. So the
body. A peppy and live cheering sec- Fair Classic will again attract its thoustion can not be equalled when it comes ands to watch another Tiger team whip
to putting spirit into a tired and weary another 'sure fire winner" for Carolina.
team. Right now with the Tigers fac—TENNESSEE VS. TIGERS—
ing their big test with Tennessee at
The big test of Coach Cody's powerKnoxville Saturday every memberr of ful Tigers comes Saturday at Knoxthe cadet corps should attend the pep ville.
In 1916 the Bengals upset the
meetings that are being prepared to dope bucket with a 20 to o win. Can
send the Tigers off on Thursday night they do it again?
01 Friday morning. The twelfth man
This year more than ever the Tigers
will go a long way in following the need to win this after-the-fair game.
Tigers in their journey to Tennessee Every year for the last few the JunSaturday.
Spirit at Clemson has al- galeers drop this game on their scheways been a feature of all Tiger tilts, dule, and mar an otherwise perfect
in defeat as well as victory. But this record. Now with the Tigers second
year it has fallen below par.
Old in the nation in scoring and topping
boys seem to feel privileged characters the prominent undefeated teams of
in this matter of missing pep meetings. the country in games won, the acid
That's the wrong spirit for a true test comes Saturday against TennesClemson Tiger. The Cheering Thurs- see. The latter apparently has the edge
day was better than has been exhibited on paper, but the Tiger is due to
so far this year, but the Tigers will voice its roar in conference circles
have to have the cadets heart and soul and should take the Vols to task.
behind them Saturday and let's make However, a game is never won on
it so, Tigers. Don't wait to be begged paper, and whatever happens the Junto back YOUR OWN team!
jaleers will prove their metal. A
—FINAL GONG—
win means a clean record the rest of
The final gun Thursday sounded the the season and a win certainly seems
same time as a gigantic firecracker ex- probable. Pick 'em Tigers!
ploded in mid-air over the race tracks.
BEAT TENNESSEE
The big boom in aid with a beautiful
cloud of white smoke drifted over
a roaring triumphant Tiger in its victory chant over a prostrate Gamecock.
At the same time a merry scramble
among the Tiger team was going on
for possession of the prized football.
Mule Yarborough was the winner and
the trophy passed over to him. The
cadets were pulling a big tussle themselves for a hand on the tottering
goal posts.
—'31 SCHEDULE—
The 1931 schedule now in preparation promises some rare tidbits for the
Tiger supporters. A game with Alabama is already assured. Besides this
big spotlight, rumors rank a few other
big spots with promient conference
teams fot '31. Of course Carolina will
be on the Tiger grid menu for next
year at the Fair as usual. The yearly
squabble promises even more thrills
than this year with such a bunch of

Citadel 7

OCTOBER nth
Clemson 27
N. C. State 0

Clemson 75

OCTOBER 17th
Newberry o

Clemson 20

OCTOBER 23rd
U. of S. C. 7

Clemson

NOVEMBER 1st
U. of Tenn.

Clemson

NOVEMBER 8th
V. M. L.

Clemson

NOVEMBER 15th
.
U. of Fla.

Clemson

NOVEMBER 27th
Furman
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' NEW SUITS
S E E —

:«

Day
Sizemore
:more
Bowie
fie
Elmer
ler
Bryan
an
11
Abell
Galmer
ner
Blitch
ch
Clark
k
Cooper
per
Carey
:y
Scoring:
coring

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
HB
HB
FB
Carolina,

Culp
Huskey
Fortson
Hejax
Moorehead
McManus
Raby
Wolfe
Barentine
Clary
Casen
touchdowns,

Clary 3, Turner; placekick, Clary 1.
Clemson, touchdown, Goodale; point
after touchdown Simons (place kick)
BEAT TENNESSEE

OLD CLEMSON GRAD
RECEIVES HONOR
Major John Jr. Sullivan, ot
Class of 1900, Appointed
Head; of New York City
Department of City Planning.

Hoke Sloan
See these Fall suits.

The 1930 Clemson football
team is going strong. Alumni,
join the Washington Chapter
and see Josh and his boys in
Jorfolk November 8th.
CAROLINA FRESHMAN
DEFEAT CUB
RIVALS
(Continued from page 1)
The Cubs started a desperate effort
to score by unleashing a number ot
passes. Some of these were no good,
but mo;j of them were for healthy
gains.
Shinn of Carolina made the
last run of the day when he trotted
around his left end smearing numerous
Cub tacklers to make a gain of 50
yards. The game ended with Carolina
having the ball on Clemosn's 30 yard
line.
Carolina
Clemson
nson
Position

II

of brown and blue.

¥■

I

They are good. New shades

Prices are cheap.

BLUE TOPCOATS ME THE THING
FOR COLLEGE MEN
Be sure to buy them long and in a Cheviot.

jMlHHHraHlHHHSKHHHIlHHKra

$40*.
The most popular readyto-eat cereals served in
the dining-rooms of
American colleges, eating clubs and fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include ALL-BRAN, Com
Flakes, Rice Krispies,
Wheat Krumbles and Kellogg's Shredded Whole
Wheat Biscuit. Also
Kaffee Hag Coffee—the
coffee that lets you sleep.

Major John F. Sullivan, a Clemson
graduate of the class of igoo, has just
been appointed as Head of the New
York City Department of City Planning, according to advices received by

JUST ANOTHER MEAL
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THRILL to the flavor of Kellogg's Pep Bran Flakes. That's
the matchless flavor that has
made them known throughout the nation as better bran
flakes.
PEP for flavor—bran for
health—whole wheat for
nourishment. No wonder Kellogg's Pep Bran Flakes are
so popular and so good for
you.
Ask to have them served at
your fraternity or campus
resturant.
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